
Blue Card: you must have it and check that the 
info the information on it matches the bike (license 
plate, cylinder capacity - cc) 

What has already been repaired/changed by the 
seller? What do you have to repair/change? 

 Which itinerary has been followed? (amount of 
km/miles, types of roads, accidents/damages) 

 Handlebar nice and tight + Fork not twisted/not 
damaged 

 Lights and indicators (front/rear - check they’re 
not about to fall - it happens often but you just 
need to tape them) 

 Tires (wear, inflation, cracking. Rear cross tire is 
mandatory) et wheels (check that rays are not 
damaged) 

 Brakes (front/rear - hand and foot) 

 Hand throttle (to check while riding obviously) 

 Shock absorbers (to check while riding - you will 
feel if they are damaged) 

 Horn (mandatory !) 

Electric starter 

 Kick-starter (it HAS to work especially if the 
electric one breaks down) 

 Clutch (hand + foot - ride the bike and check that 
all the gears are smooth) 

 Stands (lateral/central) 

 Rear-view mirrors (ride the bike and see if they 
stay in place otherwise, you just need to make 
them tighten) 

 Check the solidity/the strength of the rack welds 
(to avoid losing your backpack while riding) 

 Check the electric cables (damaged or about to 
be)  

 Ride the bike, listen to the engine and pay 
attention to what seems wrong. 

The oil (ask when the last draining has been done - 
every 300 - 500km)
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(1) Feux (avant, arrière)/Lights (front, rear) 
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(2) Pneus/Tires + Roues/Wheels 
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(3) Indicateur de vitesse/Speedometer
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(4) Freins (main droite, pied droit)/  
Brakes (right hand, right foot)

5

 (5) Fourche/Fork

 (6) Amortisseurs/Shock absorbers
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(7) Clignotants (avant, arrière)/ 
Indicators (front, rear)
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(8) Klaxon/Horn
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(9) Démarreur au pied, électrique/ 
Kick-starter, electric starter

 (10) Embrayage/Clutch
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(11) Béquilles (centrale, latérale)/  
Stands (central, lateral)
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(12) Huile/Oil
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